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AGED 10 YEARS
IRISH WHISKEY

The TEN YEAR OLD is matured in 
American Oak casks, blended, then returned 
to a European Oak Oloroso Sherry Butt for 
its final year allowing the flavors to marry. 
Like autumn leaves on an Irish evening,      

a woody oak nose combines with the      
sweetness of dried fruit and butterscotch to 
crown a satisfying taste experience where 
spiced walnut, Sherry, and tobacco reign.   
A buttery cream lingers as a hint of vanilla 

finishes this timeless encounter.

43% alc./vol.



THE DAPPER BLEND
IRISH WHISKEY

Aged in Virgin American Oak, THE 
DAPPER BLEND provides a distinctive 

essence of vanilla and toffee to both the nose 
and the flavour. Double Distilled Malt joins 
in, adding fruity esters and increased body. 

Triple Distilled Malt fully matured in Chablis 
wine casks completes the collaboration, 

offering mineral overtones and a distinctive 
finish. The result is a complex Irish whiskey 

blend dressed for any occasion: classically 
neat, well groomed on the rocks,                

elegant in a cocktail, or dashing with            
a mixer of your choice.

43% alc./vol.



CIDER CASK FINISH
IRISH WHISKEY

The CIDER CASK FINISH began its 
journey in an American Oak cask that 

originally housed Irish Apple Cider, imbuing 
the wood with a distinctive flavour. Our 

Double Distilled Malt was then introduced 
to this cask and allowed to finish for a further 

six months. The result is a unique Irish 
Whiskey with notes of lemongrass, apples, 

and freshly roasted malt, followed by a 
flavour of wood and tart apple, culminating 
in a light, crisp, and dry finish. Best enjoyed 
over ice, where the aroma and flavours will 
develop in the glass to give an interesting 

experience from the first sip to the last.

43% alc./vol.



SLIEVE BLOOM
BOTANTICAL

IRISH GIN

SLIEVE BLOOM BOTANICAL    
Irish Gin is made from heather tips and 

clover delicately foraged in the 
mountain hills surrounding Kinnitty 

Castle. Combined with juniper berries, 
coriander, cardamom, angelica root, and 

lemon verbena, this slow distilled Gin 
delivers a floral flavour that is both 
refreshing on its own or as part of a 

mixed drink.

4o% alc./vol.



PRIVATE CASK
SINGLE MALT IRISH WHISKEY

Kinnitty Castle Fine Spirits is offering an 
exclusive opportunity to secure ownership 

of a limited number of premium, aged 
single malt whiskey casks. Each 200 liter 

cask is aged in bourbon barrels for a      
minimum of five years at which time 

owners may choose to keep the cask for 
future use, resell the cask, or bottle it (at cask 
strength or reduced strength) as their own 

personalized whiskey offering. Cask owners 
will be presented with an ownership deed 

for the specific numbered cask to be 
redeemed upon maturation. Please contact 

Kinnitty Castle Spirits to learn more.



PREMIUM
PRIVATE LABEL

BEER

For clients interested in serving their 
own unique, custom brands of premium 
beers, Kinnitty Castle Fine Spirits offers 
award-winning craft beer brewed by our 
partners in Tampa, FL. In addition, we 
provide design consultation services so 
your brand can be uniquely imprinted 
on each of the beer offerings. Through 
our exclusive distribution partners at 

51st & Green, we’re able to provide these 
quality products and services at a 

cost-savings that positively impacts   
your bottom line.

RED ALE
A traditional, easy drinking, light to 
medium body Irish Red Ale.

Malty with a soft toffee 
and caramel sweetness 
and a touch of roasted 
dryness in the finish. 

 

WHEAT
A traditional American style unfiltered 
Wheat Ale made with coriander and          
orange peel.

A complex flavor and 
aroma that’s lighter in 
body than most barley 

based beers.

BLONDE ALE
A traditional Blonde Ale brewed with 
cascade and centennial hops. Pale yellow 
color with a medium to light body and a 
nice, mild sweetness.
 
Super smooth and 
sessionable.
 

IPA
An American style IPA, unfiltered hop 
forward beer brewed with azaaca hops 
and dry hopped with Idaho 7.

A crisp and refreshing 
IPA with citrus and 
tropical fruit flavors.

6.3% abv 5.5% abv

5.8% abv 5% abv
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